
HOME & LIVING



The grass rustles in the breeze. 
Sheep graze on the mountain 
slope. The morning sun casts a 
shadow beyond the tree. All is 
quiet and calm. Neem lives and 
breathes this air. It respects 
what is natural, what is 
handwoven and hand created. 
Its collection for the Home 
draws on wool and cotton 
that is hand spun and woven: 
its colors favour the natural 
tones of earth, sand and sea: 
it adds details worked by hand 
that spell the uniqueness of 
its brand. Neem by Shades of 
India is a way of living.

Image courtesy - https://peakvisor.com/       

FROSTED MARSHMALLOWS





Checkbox Sham
S 1106

Hayes Cushion
C 5030-23

Nuova Cushion
C 5032-23

Checkbox Quilt
Q 1106

Size:  26”x26”

Size:  19”x19”Size:  13”x25”

Size:  92”x96”

natural

stonenatural/stone

natural



Rimo Throw
T 3429-23
Size:  40”x80”

natural



WARM OCEAN



Vera throw
T 3420

Size: 40”x80”

natural indigo



Bark Sham
S 2007-23

Cella Cushion
C 5022-23

Hedley Cushion
C 5013-23

Kansas Cushion
C 5031-23

Size:  26”x26” Size:  26”x26”

Size:  19”x19” Size:  19”x19”

Illusion blue burnt illusion blue

Royal blue Natural/indigo

Bark Quilt
Q 2007-23

Akari Blanket
B 3431-23

Size:  92”x96”Size:  84”x84”

Illusion blueburnt illusion blue





Almosa cushion
C 5008
Size: 26”x26”           

natural charcoal

Nevi Cushion
C 3545

Size:  13”x25”

natural/charcoal

Pebble Sham
S 2001

Size:  26”x26”

indigo

Pebble quilt  
Q 2001

indigo

Size: 92”x96”

Kansas Cushion
C 5031-23

Spiti Cushion
C 5026-23

Size:  19”x19”Size:  19”x19”

natural/indigonatural



Sakura throw
T 3432-23

Size: 40”x80”

natural

Kansas Cushion
C 5031-23

Size:  19”x19”

natural/indigo



Image courtesy - https://www.shutterstock.com/

MUDDY TRAILS



Calton throw
T 3427-23

Size: 40”x80”

natural



Bark Sham
S 2007-23
Size:  26”x26”

Stone

Bark Quilt
Q 2007-23

Size:  92”x96”

Stone

Garda Cushion
C 5021-23

Pablo Cushion
C 5015-23

Brekke Cushion
C 5019-23

Size:  19”x19”

Size:  13”x25”

Size:  19”x19”

Bark

Natural

Burnt brown

Akari Blanket
B 3431-23
Size:  84”x84”

Burnt brown



weaving stories; handmade and handspun



Barton throw
T 3430-23

Size: 40”x80”

natural



Saltoro throw
T 3424-23

Size: 40”x80”

natural/black

Salto Cushion
C 5012-23
Size:  26”x26”

natural/black



Image courtesy - https://www.ourtasteforlife.com/

INDIAN SUMMER



Venosa throw
T 3428-23

Size: 40”x80”

natural



Pebble Sham
S 2001

Size:  26”x26”

coral peach light

Cella Cushion
C 5022-23

Aberdeen Cushion
C 5016-23

Size:  19”x19”Size:  19”x19”

Burnt coral peachNatural

Pebble quilt  
Q 2001

Coral peach light

Size: 92”x96”



Image courtesy - https://www.dreamstime.com/

WOODSTOCK



indigenous process of designs made by handmade blocks





Emery printed throw
T 3425-23

Size: 40”x80”

natural/coral peach



Maisie Block Printed Sham
S 2008-23

Maisie Block Printed Quilt
Q 2008-23

Size:  26”x26”

Size:  92”x96”

Natural/Stone

natural/stone

Garda Cushion
C 5021-23

Rye Cushion
C 5027-23

Size:  19”x19” Size:  13”x25”

peach natural

Cella Cushion
C 5022-23

Size:  19”x19”

Burnt coral peach



Sanganer block printed throw
T 3426-23

Size: 40”x80”

natural/charcoal



Image courtesy - https://juliacisneros.com/

SANDY TUNES



Rimo Throw
T 3429-23
Size:  40”x80”

walnut



Pebble quilt  
Q 2001

Stone

Size: 92”x96”



Pebble Sham
S 2001

Size:  26”x26”

Stone

Aberdeen Cushion
C 5016-23

Glenn Cushion
C 5018-23

Size:  19”x19” Size:  13”x25”

Natural Magnum

Pebble quilt  
Q 2001

Stone

Size: 92”x96”

Size:  26”x26”

Burnt natural

Brekke Cushion
C 5019-23



Image courtesy - https://www.farmprogress.com/

TENDER BLOOM



Fleur Printed Quilt  
Q 2009-23

Natural/Stone

Size: 92”x96”



Fleur Printed Sham 
S 2009-23

Natural/Stone

Size: 26”x26”

Brekke Cushion
C 5019-23
Size:  26”x26”

Burnt natural

Cella Cushion
C 5022-23

Beaver Cushion
C 5023-23

Dina Cushion
C 1319

Size:  19”x19”

Size:  19”x19”

Size:  13”x25”

burnt brown

magnum

burnt natural

Akari Blanket
B 3431-23
Size:  84”x84”

burnt brown



Image courtesy - https://www.farmprogress.com/

BURNT ENDS



TABLE LINEN





Ombre Runner
R 6000-23

Ombre Placemat
P 6000-23

Ombre Napkin
N 6000-23

Size:  14”x69” Size:  14”x19” Size:  20”x20”

natural/charcoal natural/charcoal natural/charcoal





Ray Runner
R 6002-23

Ray Placemat
P 6002-23

Ray Napkin
N 6002-23

Size:  14”x69” Size:  14”x19” Size:  20”x20”

natural/charcoal natural/charcoal natural/charcoal





Oak Runner
R 6001-23

Oak Placemat
P 6001-23

Oak Napkin
N 6001-23

Size:  14”x69” Size:  14”x19” Size:  20”x20”

natural natural natural





Yui Runner
R 6003-23

Yui Placemat
P 6003-23

Yui Napkin
N 6003-23

Size:  14”x69” Size:  14”x19” Size:  20”x20”

natural natural natural



Product Categories

• Quilts & Shams
• Throws
• Cushions
• Blankets

Bedding

Table linen

• Runners
• Placemats
• Napkins



QUILTS

Pebble quilt  
Q 2001

stone

Size: 92”x96” , 104”X92” Size: 92”x96” , 104”X92”

QUILTS

Pebble quilt  
Q 2001

natural



QUILTS

Pebble quilt  
Q 2001

indigo

Size: 92”x96” , 104”X92”

QUILTS

Pebble quilt  
Q 2001

coral peach light

Size: 92”x96” , 104”X92”



QUILTS

Checkbox Quilt
Q 1106

natural

Size: 92”x96” , 104”X92”

QUILTS

Checkbox Quilt
Q 1106

stone
Size: 92”x96” , 104”X92”



QUILTS

Checkbox Quilt
Q 1106

coral peach light

Size: 92”x96” , 104”X92”

QUILTS

Checkbox Quilt
Q 1106

illusion blue

Size: 92”x96” , 104”X92”



QUILTS

Bark Quilt
Q 2007-23

natural
Size: 92”x96” , 104”X92”

QUILTS

Bark Quilt
Q 2007-23

stone
Size: 92”x96” , 104”X92”



QUILTS

Bark Quilt
Q 2007-23

illusion blue

Size: 92”x96” , 104”X92”

QUILTS

Bark Quilt
Q 2007-23

coral peach
Size: 92”x96” , 104”X92”



QUILTS

Maisie Block Printed Quilt
S 2008-23

natural/stone
Size: 92”x96” , 104”X92”

QUILTS

Fleur Printed Quilt  
Q 2009-23

natural/stone
Size: 92”x96” , 104”X92”



BLANKETS

Akari Blanket
B 3431-23
Size:  84”x84”

burnt illusion blue

burnt brown

burnt natural

also available in :

burnt coral peach

BLANKETS

Altai Blanket
B 3433-23
Size:  84”x84”

burnt natural

burnt coral peach

burnt illusion blue

also available in :

burnt brown



THROWS

Venosa throw
T 3428-23

Size: 40”x80”

natural

THROWS

Calton throw
T 3427-23

Size: 40”x80”

natural



Vera throw
T 3420

Size: 40”x80”

natural indigo

THROWS

Sanganer block printed throw
T 3426-23

Size: 40”x80”

natural/charcoal

THROWS



Oban throw
T 3421

Size: 40”x80”

natural/charcoal

THROWS

Saltoro throw
T 3424-23

Size: 40”x80”

natural/black

THROWS



Wool gauze throw
T 1302

Size: 40”x80”

brown

THROWS THROWS

Emery printed throw
T 3425-23

Size: 40”x80”

natural/coral peach



Barton throw
T 3430-23

Size: 40”x80”

natural

THROWS THROWS

Sakura throw
T 3432-23

Size: 40”x80”

natural



THROWS

Rimo Throw
T 3429-23

Size:  40”x80”

natural

THROWS

Rimo Throw
T 3429-23

Size:  40”x80”

walnut



Zaton Throw 
T 2003

natural

Size: 40”x80”

THROWS THROWS

Tobu throw
T 3422

Size: 40”x80”

natural bark

magnum

also available in :

also available in :

charcoal



SHAMS

Bark Sham
S 2007-23

Bark Sham
S 2007-23

Bark Sham
S 2007-23

Size: 26”x26” Size: 26”x26”

Size: 26”x26”

natural stone

coral peach

Bark Sham
S 2007-23

Size: 26”x26”

Illusion blue

SHAMS

Check Box sham
S 1106

Check Box sham
S 1106

Check Box sham
S 1106

Check Box sham
S 1106

Size: 26”x26”

Size: 26”x26” Size: 26”x26”

Size: 26”x26”

illusion blue

natural stone

coral peach light



SHAMS

Pebble Sham
S 2001

Pebble Sham
S 2001

Pebble Sham
S 2001

Pebble Sham
S 2001

Size: 26”x26”

Size: 26”x26” Size: 26”x26”

Size: 26”x26”

indigo

natural stone

coral peach light

SHAMS

Fleur Printed Sham 
S 2009-23

Maisie Block Printed Sham
S 2008-23

Size: 26”x26” Size: 26”x26”

natural/stone natural/stone



CUSHION

Aberdeen Cushion
C 5016-23

Size:  19”x19”

natural

Almosa cushion
C 5008
Size: 26”x26”           

natural/charcoal

Brekke Cushion
C 5019-23

Brekke Cushion
C 5019-23

Brekke Cushion
C 5019-23

Brekke Cushion
C 5019-23

burnt brown

burnt illusion blue

burnt coral peach

burnt natural
Size:  19”x19”, 26”x26”Size:  19”x19”, 26”x26”

Size:  19”x19”, 26”x26” Size:  19”x19”, 26”x26”

CUSHION

Beaver Cushion
C 5023-23

Canyon Cushion
C 5029-23

Size:  19”x19” Size:  26”x26”

magnum white/stone

Cella Cushion
C 5022-23

Cella Cushion
C 5022-23

Cella Cushion
C 5022-23

Cella Cushion
C 5022-23

Size:  19”x19”, 26”x26”

Size:  19”x19”, 26”x26”

Size:  19”x19”, 26”x26”

Size:  19”x19”, 26”x26”

burnt brown

burnt illusion blue

burnt coral peach

burnt natural



Emmet Cushion
C 5020-23

Emmet Cushion
C 5020-23

Emmet Cushion
C 5020-23

Emmet Cushion
C 5020-23

burnt illusion blue

burnt coral peach burnt brown

burnt natural
Size:  19”x19”, 26”x26”Size:  19”x19”, 26”x26”

Size:  19”x19”, 26”x26” Size:  19”x19”, 26”x26”

Dina Cushion
C 1319

Dina Cushion
C 1319

Size:  13”x25” Size:  13”x25”

burnt natural burnt coral peach

CUSHION CUSHION

Garda Cushion
C 5021-23

Garda Cushion
C 5021-23

bark peach

Size:  19”x19” Size:  19”x19”

Size:  19”x19”, 26”x26” Size:  19”x19”, 26”x26”

Glenn Cushion
C 5018-23

Namzir Cushion
C 5024-23

Size:  13”x25” Size:  13”x25”

magnum magnum/natural

Hayes cushion
C 5030-23

Hayes cushion
C 5030-23

stone indigo

burnt illusion bluealso available in : burnt brown



Hedley Cushion
C 5013-23

Oktan Cushion
C 5014-23

Size:  19”x19”

Size:  19”x19”

royal blue

royal blue

CUSHION

Kansas Cushion
C 5031-23

Size:  19”x19”

natural/indigo

Nevi Cushion
C 3545

Size:  13”x25”

natural/charcoal

Nuova Cushion
C 5032-23

Olga Cushion
C 5025-23

Size:  13”x25”

Size:  13”x25”

natural/stone

natural

Salto Cushion
C 5012-23
Size:  26”x26”

natural/black

CUSHION

Onir Cushion 
C 3544

Onir Cushion 
C 3544

natural/ charcoalnatural/bark
Size: 13”x25”Size: 13”x25”

Pablo Cushion
C 5015-23

Size:  13”x25”

natural

Rye Cushion
C 5027-23

Size:  13”x25”

natural

Spiti Cushion
C 5026-23

Size:  19”x19”

natural



CUSHION

Wansoi Cushion
C 5028-23

Size:  13”x25”

natural/charcoal

Tobin Cushion
C 5017-23

Size:  19”x19”

natural

Tuma Cushion 
C 1318

teal charcoal

Size: 13”x25”

Runner

Ray Runner
R 6002-23

Size:  14”x69”

natural/charcoal

Yui Runner
R 6003-23

Size:  14”x69”

natural

Ombre Runner
R 6000-23

Size:  14”x69”

natural/charcoal

Oak Runner
R 6001-23
Size:  14”x69”

natural

natural/charcoal

also available in :



Placemat

Ray Placemat
P 6002-23

Size:  14”x19”

natural/charcoal

Oak Placemat
P 6001-23

Size:  14”x19”

natural

Oak Napkin
N 6001-23
Size:  20”x20”

natural

Ray Napkin
N 6002-23

Size:  20”x20”

natural/charcoal

Ombre Placemat
P 6000-23

Size:  14”x19”

natural/charcoal

Yui Placemat
P 6003-23

Size:  14”x19”

natural

Yui Napkin
N 6003-23

Size:  20”x20”

natural

Ombre Napkin
N 6000-23

Size:  20”x20”

natural/charcoal

natural/charcoal natural/charcoal

also available in : also available in :



STYLE#

QUILTS

STYLE NAME DESCRIPTION  SIZE

Q1106

Q2009-23

Q2008-23

Q2001

Crafted with fine cotton is our signature Check 
Box quilt. With hand quilting all throughout using a 
distinct pop of colour to create striking checkered 
pattern, it is heavily washed for the textural 
richness. This quilt is mid weighted with easy care 
making them perfect for year-round use. Each 
piece is filled with 100% cotton and is available in 
freash hues of natural, stone, coral peach light 
and illusion blue.

Carefully thought of hand-drawn design further 
transformed onto screen, this floral print is printed 
on soft cotton fabric. Stone color printing on white 
base gives it classy and earthy feels.

Skillfully hand-block printed abstract circles on 
soft cotton voile, this design is a clever  marriage 
of tradition and contemporary. Stone color 
printing on white base gives it the perfect earthy 
combination.

Crafted with pure and fine linen is our effortlessly 
luxurious Pebble quilt. With hand stitched cross 
tucks at seamless repeats, it is heavily washed for 
the textural richness and appeal. This quilt is mid 
weighted and easy care making them perfect 
for year-round use. Each piece is filled with 100% 
polyfill and is available in natural, stone, coral 
peach light and indigo.

CHECK BOX QUILT

FLEUR PRINTED 
QUILT

MAISIE BLOCK 
PRINTED QUILT

PEBBLE QUILT

Q2007-23 QUEEN - 92”X96”

KING - 104”X92”

QUEEN - 92”X96”

KING - 104”X92”

QUEEN - 92”X96”

KING - 104”X92”

QUEEN - 92”X96”

KING - 104”X92”

QUEEN - 92”X96”

KING - 104”X92”

BARK QUILT Crafted with fine cotton is our enduring style, Bark 
quilt featuring an all over woodgrain texture made 
using free motion quilting. This quilt is effortlessly 
light with 100% cotton fill and available in fresh 
hues of stone, natural, coral peach and illusion 
blue.

STYLE#

SHAMS

STYLE NAME DESCRIPTION  SIZE

S1106

S2009-23

S2008-23

S2001

Crafted with fine cotton is our signature Check 
Box sham. With hand quilting all throughout 
using a distinct pop of colour to create striking 
checkered pattern, it is heavily washed for the 
textural richness. This sham is mid weighted 
with easy care making them perfect for year-
round use. Each piece is filled with 100% cotton 
and is available in freash hues of natural, stone, 
coral peach light and illusion blue.

Carefully thought of hand-drawn design 
further transformed onto screen, this floral 
print is printed on soft cotton fabric. Stone 
color printing on white base gives it classy and 
earthy feels.

Slillfully hand-block printed abstract circles 
on soft cotton voile, this design is a clever  
marriage of tradition and contemporary. Stone 
color printing on white base gives it the perfect 
earthy combination.

Crafted with pure and fine linen is our 
effortlessly luxurious Pebble sham. With hand 
stitched cross tucks at seamless repeats, it is 
heavily washed for the textural richness and 
appeal. This quilt is mid weighted and easy 
care making them perfect for year-round 
use. Each piece is filled with 100% polyfill and 
is available in natural, stone, coral peach light 
and indigo.

CHECK BOX SHAM

FLEUR PRINTED 
SHAM

MAISIE BLOCK 
PRINTED SHAM

PEBBLE SHAM

S2007-23 26”X26”

26”X26”

26”X26”

26”X26”

26”X26”

BARK SHAM Crafted with fine cotton is our enduring style, 
Bark sham features an all over woodgrain 
texture made using free motion quilting. This 
quilt is effortlessly light with 100% cotton fill and 
available in fresh hues of stone, natural, coral 
peach and illusion blue.



STYLE#

BLANKETS

THROWS

STYLE NAME DESCRIPTION  SIZE

B3431-23

B3433-23

T3430-23

T3427-23

T3425-23

84”X84”

84”X84”

40”X80”

40”X80”

40”X80”

AKARI BLANKET

ALTAI BLANKET

BARTON THROW

CALTON THROW

EMERY PRINTED 
THROW

Crafted from a 100% pure distressed cotton, this 
blanket is stone washed for a unique variance 
of highs and lows and feature a supple pattern 
that works with every decor. Each piece is hand 
embroidered and hand tufted from all the sides 
and hand joined in the middle. Hand washed to 
achieve soft and relaxed textural appeal, Akari 
blanket is available in our classic colours of burnt 
natural, burnt brown, burnt coral peach and burnt 
illusion blue.

Crafted from a 100% pure textured cotton, this 
blanket is stone washed for a unique variance 
of highs and lows and feature a supple pattern 
that works with every decor. Each piece is hand 
embroidered from either sides and hand joined 
in the middle. Hand washed to achieve soft and 
relaxed textural appeal, Altai blanket is available 
in our classic colour palette of burnt  natural, 
burnt brown, burnt coral peach and burnt illusion 
blue.

Handcrafted from a crossbred speciality of indian 
wool, this throw is handspun and handwoven 
in the distant Himalayan region. Hand brushed 
by the local artisans, this unique throw has a 
soft handfeel with a tactile appeal. The ends 
are finished with delicate fringes and tassels on 
the corners. Each throw varies slightly to reflect 
human touch of design. 

This extremely soft yet slightly structured 
handwoven cotton is brushed and felted to 
increase the handfeel. Crafted with an emaculate 
hand block printing process creating stripes 
along with subtle hand embroidery on the edge, 
this throw is hand washed to further achieve soft 
and relaxed textural appeal.

Crafted from a 100% pure textured cotton, Emery 
Printed throw features an all over circular hand 
block print along with delicate hand embroidered 
on the edge of the throw.

STYLE# STYLE NAME DESCRIPTION  SIZE

THROWS

T3421

T3429-23

T3432-23

T3424-23

T3426-23

40”X80”

40”X80”

40”X80”

40”X80”

40”X80”

OBAN THROW

RIMO THROW

SAKURA THROW

SALTORO THROW

SANGANER THROW

Fusing elements of natural fibers such as 
Indian merino with local sheep wool, tussar 
silk and organic cotton using traditional 
weaving techniques from Western India. This 
blend of handwoven natural fibers is precisely 
handwashed to bringforth the felted richness and 
increase the shine and handfeel. The graphic 
representation of charcoal and natural checks 
over grey backdrop creates a statement throw. 
The tassels are naturally left open for a raw 
appeal.

Handcrafted from a crossbred speciality of wool 
& Indian Merino along with 100% silk warp, this 
throw is handspun and handwoven in the distant 
Himalayan region. Hand dyed and hand brushed 
by the local artisans, this unique throw has a 
soft handfeel with a tactile appeal. The ends are 
finished with delicate blanket stitches and tassels 
on the corners. Each throw varies slightly to 
reflect human touch of design.

The beautiful Sakura Throw  crafted from 100% 
linen is created with an intricate block printing 
process on a heavy twill weave base. The overall  
pattern on an earthy background gives the 
design a graceful look. Each throw varies slightly 
to reflect human touch of design.

Handwoven in looms dated from the 60s and 
70s, this 100% local merino wool throw features an 
overall dimond twill design  in  solid stripes. The 
black and natural combination and symmetry 
along with soft-to-touch texture  makes it perfect 
for a modern decor.

Subtle hand embroidered Naga inspired 
motifs on printed handwoven textured cotton, 
Sanganer throw is a clever  marriage of tradition 
and contemporary. Handwoven on traditional 
pit looms from hand spun cotton, the throw’s 
distinctive slubbiness has a unique textural 
experience.



STYLE# STYLE NAME DESCRIPTION  SIZE

THROWS

T3422

T3428-23

T3420

T1302

40”X80”

40”X80”

40”X80”

40”X80”

TOBU THROW

VENOSA THROW

VERA THROW

WOOL GAUZE 
THROW

Handcrafted from a crossbred speciality of wool 
& Indian Merino, this 100% pure wool throw is 
handspun and handwoven in the distant Himalayan 
region. Hand dyed and hand brushed by the local 
artisans, this unique throw has a soft handfeel with 
a tactile appeal. The tassels are hand wrapped in 
a pop of charcoal. Tobu throw is available in our 
classic colour pallette of natural, charcoal and bark.

Fusing elements of striking natural fibers such as 
Indian merino with local sheep wool, tussar silk and 
organic cotton using traditional weaving techniques 
from Western India, this throw bringforth the felted 
richness along with shine and handfeel. Each piece 
is delicately finished with hand made tassels at the 
two ends and features minute hand embroidered 
motif.

Fusing elements of natural fibers such as Indian 
merino with local sheep wool, tussar silk and 
organic cotton using traditional weaving techniques 
from Western India. This blend of handwoven 
natural fibers is precisely handwashed to bringforth 
the felted richness and increase the shine and 
handfeel. These subtle indigo stripes flow in the 
warp creating a minimal aesthetic. The tassels are 
naturally left open for a raw appeal.

100% fine wool gauze, narrow woven panels joined 
with hand embroidery, evefry piece is hand washed 
and dyed with a soft wash finish. Each throw varies 
slightly to reflect human touch of design. 

STYLE# STYLE NAME DESCRIPTION  SIZE

THROWS

CUSHIONS

T2003

C5016-23

C5008

C5023-23

C5019-23

40”X80”

19”X19”

26”X26”

19”X19”

19”X19”

26”X26”

ZATON THROW

ABERDEEN 
CUSHION

ALMOSA CUSHION

BEAVER CUSHION

BREKKE CUSHION

This extremely soft yet slightly structured handwoven 
cotton throw is brushed and felted to increase the 
handfeel. Thoughtfully designed hand kantha lines 
run all across creating a larger than life canvas of 
checks. Hand washed to further achieve soft and 
relaxed textural appeal,  Zaton throw is available in 
our classic colour palette of natural & magnum.

Fusing elements of natural fibers such as Indian 
merino with local sheep wool, tussar silk and natural 
cotton using traditional weaving techniques from 
Western India, this cushion brings forth the felted 
richness with a soft handfeel. The striking stripes in 
weft create a playful aesthetic along with delicate 
hand embroidery reminding of age-old lores, a 
contemporary fit for any space.

Handcrafted from a crossbred speciality of wool, 
Indian Merino, this 100% pure wool stripe cushion is 
handspun and handwoven in the distant Himalayan 
region. Hand dyed and hand brushed by the local 
artisans, this unique cushion has a soft handfeel with 
a tactile appeal. Each piece is hand embroidered 
from both the sides and enclosed with a brass zipper.

Inspired from the traditional weaves of the tribes 
of Nagaland, this cushion features delicate hand 
embroidered bands with twisted loose ends and 
a charming minimalist design. Handwoven on 
traditional pit looms from hand spun cotton, the 
cushion’s distinctive slubbiness has a unique textural 
experience.

Crafted from a 100% pure cotton waffle, these 
cushions are stone washed for a unique variance of 
highs and lows and feature a supple pattern. They 
are hand washed to achieve soft and relaxed textural 
appeal. Each piece is hand embroidered at all the 
sides and has a brass zipper for closure. Brekke 
cushion is available in burnt brown, burnt natural, 
burnt coral peach and burnt illusion blue. Due to the 
nature of stonewash technique, there will be slight 
variations in each piece making each product one of 
a kind.



STYLE# STYLE NAME DESCRIPTION  SIZE

CUSHIONS

C5029-23

C1319

C5020-23

C5021-23

C5022-23

26”X26”

13”X25”

CANYON CUSHION

DINA CUSHION

EMMET CUSHION

GARDA CUSHION

CELLA CUSHION

Crafted from a 100% pure textured cotton, Canyon 
cushion features linear hand block print along with 
delicate hand embroidered bands with twisted 
loose ends.

Crafted from a 100% pure textured cotton, these 
lumbar cushions are hand pleated and stone 
washed for a unique variance of highs and lows 
and feature a supple pattern that works with every 
decor. Each piece is enclosed with a brass zipper. 
Hand washed to achieve soft and relaxed textural 
appeal. Dina cushion is available in burnt brown, 
burnt natural, burnt coral peach and burnt illusion 
blue. Due to the nature of stonewash technique, 
there will be slight variations in each piece making 
each product one of a kind.

Crafted from a 100% pure textured cotton, these 
cushions are stone washed for a unique variance 
of highs and lows and feature a supple pattern 
that works with every decor. Each piece is hand 
embroidered from all the edges and enclosed 
with a brass zipper. Hand washed to achieve soft 
and relaxed textural appeal. Emmet cushion is 
available in burnt  brown, burnt natural, burnt Coral 
peach and burnt Illusion blue. Due to the nature of 
stonewash technique, there will be slight variations 
in each piece making each product one of a kind.

Crafted from a 100% pure textured cotton, these 
cushions are washed for a unique variance and 
feature a supple pattern that works with every 
decor. Each piece is hand embroidered from 
all the edges and enclosed with a brass zipper. 
Hand washed to achieve soft and relaxed textural 
appeal. Garda cushion is available in bark and 
peach color.

Crafted from a 100% pure cotton double cloth, 
these cushions are stone washed for a unique 
variance of highs and lows and feature a supple 
pattern that works with every decor. Each piece is 
hand embroidered from all the sides and enclosed 
with a brass zipper. Hand washed to achieve 
soft and relaxed textural appeal, Cella cushion is 
available in burnt brown, burnt natural, burnt coral 
peach and burnt illusion blue. Due to the nature of 
stone wash technique, there will be slight variations 
in each piece making each product one of a kind.

19”X19”

26”X26”

19”X19”

26”X26”

19”X19”

STYLE# STYLE NAME DESCRIPTION  SIZE

CUSHIONS

C5018-23 13”X25”GLENN CUSHION This extremely soft yet slightly structured 
handwoven cotton is brushed and felted to 
increase the soft handfeel. Crafted with a hand 
block printing process along with delicate hand 
embroidery, each cushion varies slightly to reflect 
human touch of design.  Hand washed to further 
achieve soft and relaxed textural appeal, Glenn 
cushion is avaiable in Magnum color.

C5030-23

C5013-23

C5031-23

C5024-23

C3545

HAYES CUSHION

HEDLEY CUSHION

KANSAS CUSHION

NAMZIR CUSHION

NEVI CUSHION

Crafted from a 100% pure textured cotton, Hayes 
cushion features an all over circular hand block 
print along with delicate hand embroidered on the 
edge of the cushion.

Inspired from the traditional weaves of the tribes 
of Nagaland, this cushion features delicate hand 
embroidered bands with twisted loose ends and 
a charming minimalist design. Handwoven on 
traditional pit looms from hand spun cotton, the 
cushion’s distinctive slubbiness has a unique 
textural experience.

Subtle hand embroidered Naga inspired motifs on 
printed handwoven textured cotton, Kansas cushion 
is a clever  marriage of tradition and contemporary.

Inspired from the traditional weaves of the tribes of 
Nagaland, this color block cushion features delicate 
hand embroidered bands with twisted loose ends 
and a charming minimalist design. Handwoven 
on traditional pit looms from hand spun cotton, 
the cushion’s distinctive slubbiness has a unique 
textural experience.

Handcrafted from a crossbred speciality of wool, 
Indian Merino, this 100% pure wool stripe cushion 
is handspun and handwoven in the distant 
Himalayan region. Hand dyed and hand brushed 
by the local artisans, this unique cushion has a soft 
handfeel with a tactile appeal. Each piece is hand 
embroidered from both the sides and enclosed 
with a brass zipper. 

19”X19”

26”X26”

19”X19”

19”X19”

13”X25”

13”X25”



STYLE# STYLE NAME DESCRIPTION  SIZE

CUSHIONS

C5032-23

C5014-23

C5025-23

C3544

C5015-23

C5027-23

13”X25”

19”X19”

13”X25”

13”X25”

13”X25”

13”X25”

NUOVA CUSHION

OKTAN CUSHION

OLGA CUSHION

ONIR CUSHION

PABLO CUSHION

RYE CUSHION

Inspired from the traditional weaves of the tribes 
of Nagaland, this cushion features delicate hand 
embroidery along with hand block printed panel 
patched in multiple designs. Handwoven on traditional 
pit looms from hand spun cotton, the cushion’s 
distinctive slubbiness has a unique textural experience.

Inspired from the traditional weaves of the tribes 
of Nagaland, this cushion features delicate hand 
embroidered bands with twisted loose ends and a 
charming minimalist design. Handwoven on traditional 
pit looms from hand spun cotton, the cushion’s 
distinctive slubbiness has a unique textural experience.

The beautiful Olga cushion crafted from 100% linen is 
charming and crafted with an emaculate hand block 
printing process on a heavy twill weave base, each 
piece features delicate hand embroidered bands with 
twisted loose ends.

Handcrafted from a crossbred speciality of wool, Indian 
Merino, these 100% pure wool cushions are handspun 
and handwoven in the distant Himalayan region. Hand 
dyed and hand brushed by the local artisans, these 
unique cushions have a soft handfeel with a tactile 
appeal. Each piece is hand embroidered from both the 
sides and enclosed with a brass zipper. Onir cushion is 
available in our classic colour palette of Charcoal and 
Bark.

The beautiful Pablo cushion crafted from 100% linen is 
created with an intricate block printing process on a 
heavy twill weave base. The overall vine pattern on an 
earthy background gives the design a graceful look. 
Each cushion varies slightly to reflect human touch of 
design. 

Fusing elements of natural fibers such as Indian merino 
with local sheep wool, tussar silk and natural cotton 
using traditional weaving techniques from Western 
India, this cushion brings forth the felted richness with 
a soft handfeel. The striking motifs hand embroidered 
reminds of age-old lores, a contemporary fit for any 
space. 

STYLE# STYLE NAME DESCRIPTION  SIZE

CUSHIONS

C5012-23

C5026-23

C5017-23

C1318

C5028-23

26”X26”

19”X19”

19”X19”

13”X25”

13”X25”

SALTO CUSHION

SPITI CUSHION

TOBIN CUSHION

TUMA CUSHION

WANSOI CUSHION

Handwoven in looms dated from the 60s and 70s, 
this 100% local merino wool cushion features an 
overall dimond twill design  in  solid stripes and 
check pattern. The black and natural combination 
and symmetry along with soft-to-touch texture  
makes it perfect for a modern decor.

Handcrafted from the local wool of Kutch, Gujrat, 
Spiti cushion is crafted with an emaculate hand 
block printing process along with delicate hand 
embroidered bands with twisted loose ends.

Inspired from the traditional weaves of the tribes 
of Nagaland, this cushion features delicate hand 
embroidered bands with twisted loose ends and 
a charming minimalist design. Handwoven on 
traditional pit looms from hand spun cotton, the 
cushion’s distinctive slubbiness has a unique textural 
experience.

Subtle yet playful stripes of cotton with tactile and 
chunky tussar silk elements are woven together to 
create this cushion. Backed with teal aqua cotton 
velvet and encosed with a classic brass zipper.

Subtle hand embroidered Naga inspired motifs on 
printed handwoven textured cotton, Wansoi cushion 
is a clever  marriage of tradition and contemporary.



STYLE# STYLE NAME DESCRIPTION  SIZE

PLACEMATS

R6002-23

R6003-23

P6001-23

P6000-23

P6002-23

P6003-23

14”X69”

14”X69”

14”X19”

14”X19”

14”X19”

14”X19”

RAY RUNNER

YUI RUNNER

OAK PLACEMAT

OMBRE PLACEMAT

RAY PLACEMAT

YUI PLACEMAT

Block-printed table runner in a linear placement 
pattern with fringed borders. Woven by artisans on a 
traditional pit loom from handspun cotton, this slub 
fabric has a tactile appeal.

A sober table runner with dainty crochet floral border 
in hues of natural or charcoal. Woven by artisans on 
a traditional pit loom from handspun cotton, this slub 
fabric has a tactile appeal.

Embroidered table mat in placement floral silhouette 
pattern. Woven by artisans on a traditional pit loom 
from handspun cotton, this slub fabric has a tactile 
appeal.

Hand dyed ombre placemat in stark hues of natural 
and charcoal with fringed borders. Woven by artisans 
on a traditional pit loom from handspun cotton, this 
slub fabric has a tactile appeal.

Block-printed placemat in a linear placement 
pattern with fringed borders. Woven by artisans on a 
traditional pit loom from handspun cotton, this slub 
fabric has a tactile appeal.

A sober placemat with dainty crochet floral border in 
hues of natural or charcoal. Woven by artisans on a 
traditional pit loom from handspun cotton, this slub 
fabric has a tactile appeal.

RUNNERS
TABLE

R6001-23

R6000-23

14”X69”

14”X69”

OAK RUNNER

OMBRE RUNNER

Embroidered table runner in an all over floral 
silhouette pattern with fringed borders. Woven by 
artisans on a traditional pit loom from handspun 
cotton, this slub fabric has a tactile appeal.

Hand dyed ombre table runner in stark hues of 
natural and charcoal with fringed borders. Woven 
by artisans on a traditional pit loom from handspun 
cotton, this slub fabric has a tactile appeal.

STYLE# STYLE NAME DESCRIPTION  SIZE

NAPKINS

N6001-23

N6000-23

20”X20”

20”X20”

20”X20”

20”X20”

OAK NAPKIN

OMBRE NAPKIN

Embroidered napkin in a placement floral 
silhouette pattern. Made in soft linen- a delicate 
napkin accentuating the organic outlook and soft 
handfeel of the fabric.

Hand dyed ombre napkin in stark hues of natural 
and charcoal with fringed borders. Made in soft 
linen- a sober napkin accentuating the organic 
outlook and soft handfeel of the fabric.

N6002-23

N6003-23

RAY NAPKIN

YUI NAPKIN

 Block-printed napkin in a linear placement 
pattern with fringed borders. Made in soft linen- a 
napkin accentuating the organic outlook and soft 
handfeel of the fabric.

A napkin with dainty crochet floral corners in 
hues of natural or charcoal. Made in soft linen- a 
napkin accentuating the organic outlook and soft 
handfeel of the fabric.
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www.neemliving.net


